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 It's just to share a few of what I've discovered. And I know from
experience that producing the most effective of yourself can be
something any woman can perform. Victoria shares her personal design
secrets so whether you are getting ready for function, a night out on
the town as well as doing the school run, you as well can feel confident
and look great each and every time you step out of the front door. I've
always been the girl-next-door who got lucky. I've come a long way in
the last ten years, but this publication isn't my try to let you know
what or what not to do.'I've always been a girls' female.' In That Extra
Half an Inches, a tongue-in-cheek mention of her love of high heel
shoes, Beckham shares her strategies for finding your very own design
including: Learning how to dress for particular occasions Shopping for
everyday wear and where to look for it Add-ons: defining the looks that
function best for you personally Helpful hints for the holiday season
Making the most of your wardrobe How exactly to feel confident and
appearance great each time you go out That Extra Fifty percent an Inch
is a beautiful, nothing-but-the truth, easy-to-use book on fashion,
beauty and design. I was hardly ever the six-foot-tall pin-up.
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We expected this to become more of a method guide..So, about the point
of advice, it fell flat. Great reference book Love her Five Stars My
girlfriend loves this book Five Stars great Five Stars Great find.
Sadly, it's just Victoria's closet. It essentially catalogs most of her
favorites and shows you her beautiful closet, but doesn't really help
you with style tips or putting outfits together. One of her primary
mantras can be quality over quantity. I love Mrs. Five Stars A huge
amount of good info in this book! a supplementary star for pretty
pictures I was expecting something different. Sorry Mrs. I come from
farm country and the thought a girl can appearance SO glamorous on a
regular basis is truly impressive. But given the title I assumed it was
more about how exactly she looks therefore polished everyday, or at
least why. I suppose I wanted motivation or motivation and I didn't
actually get either. It's simply her telling you all of the different
types of clothing (skinny jeans, boot cut jeans, right leg jeans), and
then her list of designer labels of where to get them, which personally
I'll a) never actually research to buy them or b) I possibly could have
googled it easily wanted designer items that bad. I needed an insight
into her globe of how, why and for what she wears what she wears and
matches it all in her day to day life, not the same old deffinitions of
just what a pencil skirt is definitely and what an a-range skirt is,
which anyone who has ever read a fashion magazine allready
knows.Needless to say, I am not really a millionaire, so I won't be
rushing out to get a Fendi bag or Blahnik heels anytime soon, either.".
Wife like the book. A Silly Reserve with great photos and very vague
fashion tips I believe I read it somewhere down in the testimonials of
just what a laugh this publication was. I mean the review itself was
funny, however they were actually ideal ! Ha ha I've generally like
Victoria in the fashion industry and I mean she has discovered a way to
take what she wants as a passion and make it right into a very lucrative
business, while glamorizing her existence and the fashion in it,
therefore i thought this book will be a little like that, a little
"tongue n cheek", with that British type of humor, and style thrown in
to the mix. She's a business owner, a wife and an excellent mother. I
mean I couldn't take fifty percent of her tips seriously because almost
every other sentence you could see the reference to her brand of
"Somethings" acquired whatever you were searching for. Now I don't think
she was bragging in anyway but it did keep me laughing the complete
entire book and is an excellent read to read if you find yourself in the
necessity to kill some period. The style tips were vague, but the laughs
were worth it. Posh Style Secrets This book is a very lively read
complete with anecdotes and pictures. If you are searching for ideas in
classic style tips this is the reserve for you. I would veer from the
majority of the shops and brands she specifically refers too, because
you can find good quality for a little less money elsewhere. I most
likely could have just bought a magazine and received more style tips.



This is a great point, it is much better to have one expensive couple of
denim jeans that accentuate you in the right places and make one feel
good than it is to have ten pairs of denim jeans that make you are
feeling blah. Grab this reserve and learn from it; you will have a great
period doing so. Mrs. Victoria Beckham has learned her stuff! Beckham
gives fantastic tips from where to buy constitute (she mostly recommends
MAC cosmetics, which are affordable) to where you can buy denims (H&.
Her wit and humor make the reserve a real page turner. Rather, her book
is full of advice that you can find in any women's magazine, really. Not
sure what things to think It's not really what I'd expected. I wouldn't
state it's a true style manual; I simply wish I got more from her book.
That is literally a style bible and will be used again and again with
the many chapters focused on so many areas of fashions even gifts.. I
still admire Victoria.That leaves me personally with H&M, I assume ;)In
hindsight, I desire I actually hadn't bought this book. I don't
experience it gave me anything new. Two Stars boring. I've always like
Victoria, most likely admire is a better word. Beckham Light and fun I
simply love this book. I have the hardcover version, bought from Amazon
UK, therefore i am not quite sure what the paperback will bring, but I
believe it's worth a review. I was searching for out some insider
guidelines, something that would make me proceed "AHA! You can find
really nice illustrations and some fun candid photos of Mrs. It's
written in a very warm, friendly tone, nearly as if the two of you went
shopping for a time and required a break for lunch time. rather, it's
one woman's love affair with clothing, make-up, and accessories, no
matter what the price, high-end or Land's End. Beckham that bring life
to the pages. Thats all that counts. rather, it's something fun to page
through if you're stuck in a rut, maybe looking for a concept or two,
and attempting to observe how much fun it is to be extravagant. I
purchased this reserve expecting it to be a style guideline of sorts..M
and Abercrombie are really the only real affordable ones). Ideal!
Beckham but I am disappointed that I bought this. Wife likes it all.
This isn't a book to read if you're seeking to put together a closet
from scratch; Or at least learned something new. I haven't browse it and
don't plan to. Victoria Beckham - Fashion Guru & Entrepreneur! I am not
one to get books from celebrities but Victoria Beckham is not just some
superstar. It's similar to a style shoot, and the mention of all the
designer brands she wears, and shameless promoting of most her brand
lines. Her book is filled with great fashion advice and happens to be a
gold mine of her secrets to searching fabulous!
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